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ABSTRACT 
 

Author: Mackenzie White 

Title: Surface morphology of martian debris-covered glaciers: an evaluation of boulders 

and ridges as potential climate change indicators  

Supervisor: Joseph Levy, Ph.D. 

 

Observations of the mid-latitudes of Mars indicate significant populations of debris-
covered glacial landforms. These features likely formed during the mid-to-late Amazonian when 
climate conditions supported the accumulation and glacial flow of ice. Morphological analysis of 
similar terrestrial glaciers suggests that their surface and englacial debris features preserve a 
record of episodic environmental change. However, glacial emplacement patterns responsible for 
martian mid-latitude glacial formation remain largely unknown. Here, we explore the hypothesis 
that surface morphology on martian remnant glacial landforms could preserve a record of climate 
fluctuations. We approach this hypothesis through an analysis of surface ridges and boulders on 
these debris-covered glaciers. Through the use of HiRISE images, we find that preliminary 
results of boulder breakdown rates are most consistent with episodic environmental change. 
Additionally, we find that CTX stereo images allow for the identification of a potential class of 
long wavelength surface ridges through spectral analysis. We hypothesize that these ridges may 
be related to a potential climate signal that could suggest a pattern of episodic environmental 
change, though further investigation is necessary. Our results support the use of surface 
morphology on debris-covered glacial landforms as a source of information for understanding 
martian mid-latitude glacial emplacement.  
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I. Introduction 
 
 

The story of human understanding of water on Mars is one of technology and curiosity. 

One of our nearest planetary neighbors, Mars has experienced many of the same fundamental 

formation processes that have driven Earth’s evolution. Yet, the planet is drastically different 

than our own, maintaining a land surface atmosphere over 100 times less dense than that of Earth 

and a cold, dry landscape with geologic structures that dwarf those we observe on our planet. 

Mars therefore presents an extremely unique destination for scientific discovery, offering insight 

into our own planet while challenging our ideas about fundamental geologic processes.  

The search for water in its various forms on Mars has existed at the forefront of human 

inquiry of the planet. Though the surface of Mars today is extremely cold and dry, numerous 

landforms indicate that water has played a significant role in shaping the landscape throughout 

geologic history. Present geomorphological evidence of surface water in the past includes (but is 

not limited to) channels, deltas, and alluvial fans (Baker, 2006).  While we now know that water 

once flowed across the surface of Mars, it remains unknown if water provided a habitat for life. 

Investigations now turn to the potential of ice as a climate record to explore the history of water 

on the planet and how these results could alter the future relationship between life and Mars.  

Beginning with early observations from the Viking Orbiter images in late 1970s, studies 

of the mid-latitudes of Mars have indicated significant populations of glacial landforms 

exhibiting characteristics of viscous flow (Plaut et al. 2009). Though initial Viking-based 

observations interpreted these features as debris flows with ice content as low as 10%, more 

recent studies employing new radar technology indicate that they consist predominately of water 

ice (Pierce et al., 2003; Plaut et al., 2009). The presence of significant volumes of water ice at 

mid-latitudes transforms the potential of missions in these regions by providing a potential water 
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resource and sites to study the climatic evolution of the planet. Though these glacial features 

have impressive implications for expanding remote work on Mars and in situ exploration, our 

understanding of their formation history is presently limited.  

A. Previous work.  

The study of geomorphology addresses the nature and origins of landforms and 

landscapes and has provided insight into processes and form on both Earth and Mars. As a result, 

it is a powerful method of scientific inquiry on both planets. Its application to the martian 

landscape often relies upon established process and landform relationships on Earth. 

Observations on terrestrial debris-covered glaciers suggest that analysis of the surface 

morphology on this class of landforms could reveal information about glacial and climatic 

history (Mackay et al., 2014). While work on Earth has the advantage of large data sets of varied 

origin (e.g. ice core drilling, borehole temperatures, etc.), recent advancements in camera and 

radar technology make the study of surface morphology on Mars a realistic and useful approach.   

Our work primarily relies on images from the High Resolution Imaging Science 

Experiment (HiRISE) and Context Camera (CTX) aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 

(MRO). This toolset allows us to observe surface morphology on various scales, ranging from 

small-scale objects on debris layers to wide-area views of kilometer-scale features. Though 

previous studies have used these imaging resources to constrain the age of martian debris-

covered glaciers (Fassett et al., 2014), no work thus far has resolved the question of mid-latitude 

ice deposition history. 

B. Brief history of water on Mars 
 
 Though rife with features that indicate water played a significant role in shaping the 

landscape, the history of water on Mars remains relatively enigmatic. Observations of landforms 
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and deposits understood as resulting from fluvial and glacial processes reveal that Mars once 

sustained hydrologic features unsupported by its current hyper-arid landscape (Baker, 2006).  

Following the idea that there was once flowing water on Mars, we must now question 

where it went and why we observe such a dry desert present-day climate. Studies have explored 

a range of processes for the removal of surface water on Mars, including movement into the 

atmosphere, underground aquifers, and shallow ice deposits (Cravens et al., 2017; Fox et al., 

2015; Hodges 2002). Essential to a discussion of this redistribution of water on Mars is an 

understanding of the variability of the planet’s climate over geologic time.  

i) Role of orbital parameters. Mars experiences oscillations in its orbit due to 

gravitational interaction with other planets and the Sun, resulting in significant climatic shifts 

(Mellon et al., 1995; Laskar et al., 2004). These orbital parameters include eccentricity, 

precession, and obliquity, and each have an impact on martian climate. Eccentricity describes the 

shape of Mars’ orbit and influences the magnitude of the variations in solar radiation within 

seasons (JeongAhn et al., 2015; Armstrong et al., 2004). Also influencing magnitudes of solar 

radiation, precession is the change in the orientation of Mars’ rotational axis, affecting the 

contrast between seasons (Armstrong et al., 2004). The third parameter, obliquity, or axial tilt, 

has the most significant impact on climate, determining the strength of seasons and latitudinal 

distribution of solar radiation (Segschneider et al., 2005; Armstrong et al., 2004; Laskar et al., 

2004).   

 Though Mars undergoes these oscillation variations on timescales similar to Earth’s, the 

ranges of these variations are much larger on Mars than Earth (Laskar et al., 2004; Kreslavsky et 

al., 2003). Studies have described the obliquity of Mars as chaotic, ranging from 0º to over 60º 

(Laskar et al. 2004). Earth, however, experiences variations of about +/– 1.3º around a mean 
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value of 23.3º (Laskar et al., 2004). As a result, it is possible that effect of variations in orbital 

parameters on martian climate are significantly more intense than on Earth. Studies of these 

orbital and spin axis controls on climate indicate that obliquity dominantly controls the 

transportation and distribution of water between atmospheric, surface, and subsurface reservoirs 

(Laskar et al., 2004).  

Due to the chaotic nature of proposed obliquity values, variations have only been 

constrained for the past few million years, though a solution has been suggested for the evolution 

of Mars’ spin over 10 to 20 Myr (million years) (Laskar et al., 2004; Madeleine et al. 2009). 

Presently lacking precise values for past orbital configurations over geologic timescales, other 

approaches to the study of the evolution of the martian hydrologic cycle time are useful for 

understanding previous climatic conditions on Mars.  

 Given that current conditions are not indicative of all of martian geologic history, an 

overview of ancient and recent climate conditions provides insight into the role and 

redistribution of water throughout time. The geologic history of Mars is generally divided into 

three broad epochs including the Noachian (prior to ~3.7 Gya (billion years ago)), Hesperian 

(~3.7 to 3.0 Gya), and Amazonian (~3 Gya to present). Water-generated landforms indicate that 

water and ice were present on the surface during each of these epochs (Mellon and Jakosky, 

1995). Crater statistics have been used to further break down the chronology of water activity 

during these periods, associating densely cratered uplands with ancient Noachian processes, 

significantly lower impacts cratering rates with the Hesperian, and relatively lightly cratered 

surfaces in the Amazonian (Baker, 2001).  

ii) Ancient water cycle. Though it has been the focus of extensive research, the nature of 

Mars’ climate during the high-impact Noachian epoch remains a subject of debate. Evidence of 
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fluvial and lacustrine environments suggests that the early Noachian climate of Mars (first ~20% 

of its history) supported a hydraulic system very different from what we see today (Marchant et 

al., 2007). It is clear that aqueous alteration influenced the early martian surface. However, 

limitations in present observations have left significant uncertainties in characterizing this 

environment. Questions concerning the intensity and frequency of warming episodes, the 

distribution of water into its various forms (solid, liquid, gas), and precise atmospheric 

composition are the subject of much disagreement (Wordsworth et al., 2015).  

Hypotheses range from a “warm and wet” (Craddock et al., 2002) to a “cold and icy” 

(Toon et al., 2010) ancient environment.  While the Earth’s crust is relatively young and 

consequently preserves little evidence of early impact bombardment, the surface of Mars hosts 

extensive evidence of Noachian-aged bombardment (Abramov et al., 2016). Studies of these 

bombardment features have sought to evaluate the influence of impact forcing on hydrothermal 

environments during the Noachian, suggesting that it may be one mechanism of episodic melting 

in a cold and icy scenario (Abramov et al., 2016; Wordsworth et al., 2015). The idea is that this 

sporadic melting combined with seasonal melting of snow and ice and water from aquifer 

discharge provided the water required for observed aqueous erosion (Toon, Segura, and Zahnle, 

2010).  

Other studies have suggested a very different idea, concluding that rainfall and surface 

runoff provide the best explanations for the surface features characteristic of the cratered 

highlands. Supporters of this scenario dominantly cite ancient valley networks as evidence of a 

warm and wet early climate (Craddock et al., 2002). Whether this early Mars was “warm and 

wet” or “cold and icy” remains a subject of debate within the history of water on the landscape.   
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iii) Recent water cycle. Low-temperature, low-pressure, dry conditions with significant 

eolian activity have defined the martian environment since the end of the Hesperian (~3 Gya) 

(Dickson and Head 2009; Marchant and Head 2007). While extremely cold, hyperarid conditions 

characterize current observations of the planet with water sequestered in the regolith-cryosphere, 

studies suggest a number of periods of ice accumulation and geographic redistribution within the 

Amazonian (Fastook, Head, and Marchant 2014; Head et al., 2010). Present understanding 

indicates that the formation of ice-rich features during the Amazonian may characterize much of 

the water cycle activity during this period.  

Notably, present-day pressure and temperature conditions do not support the formation of 

surface ice where we observe it in the mid-latitudes today (~ ±30 and 50° latitude)  (Levy et al., 

2014). Previous climate conditions that were conducive to the formation of this mid-latitude ice 

may have been occurred in episodes throughout much of the Amazonian (Laskar et al., 2004).  

While we do not observe this environment today, evidence of this climate persists 

through present day in many observable features, including mid-latitude (~ ±30 and 50° latitude) 

remnant glacial landforms (Fassett et al., 2014). This category of debris-covered glaciers (Holt et 

al., 2008) includes three primary features: lineated valley fill (LVF), lobate debris aprons (LDA), 

and concentric crater fill (CCF). Crater statistics have constrained mid-latitude glacial 

emplacement to the mid-to-late Amazonian (~1 Gya  to ~100 Mya) (Berman et al., 2015), though 

exact time of formation remains an area of active research.  

Providing insight into martian hydrologic and climatic cycles, an outline of this formation 

history in a different climate is essential to the advancement of work on Mars. The implication is 

that a deeper knowledge of these processes will help us understand the nature of water on the 

planet and its role in the support of potential life and in situ exploration of the planet.  
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iv) Mid-latitude glacial landforms. Studies of LDA, CCF, and LVF origin suggest that 

ice accumulated along sheltered alcoves and flowed downslope into the surrounding terrain, 

away from scarps (steep slopes) or highland massifs (Head et al., 2005). LDA, CCF, and LVF 

serve as some of most prominent examples of ice-related flow on Mars, yet the details of the 

evolution of their formation including ice accumulation patterns and the sources and relative 

inputs of debris remain unknown.  

A number of criteria have been suggested for the recognition and identification of these 

debris-covered glacial deposits. These parameters include (1) the presence of alcoves in mesas, 

valley walls, or massif walls that could have served as ice accumulation zones, (2) parallel or 

arcuate ridges emerging from these alcoves that are interpreted as flow-deformed ridges, (3) 

minor depressions between these ridges and the alcove walls cause by the sublimation of 

previously stable snow and ice, (4) tightening and folding of parallel curved ridges resulting 

from constraints on debris-covered glacial flow, (5) broadening and opening of ridges where ice 

flow was unhindered, (6) merging of ridges where flows converge (7) integrated valley glacier 

systems extending for tens to hundreds of kilometers formed by the convergence of LVF, LDA, 

and/or CCF, (8) sharp, narrow plateau remnants between valleys, and (9) convex-up surface 

topography with a parabolic down-slope profile (evident in Fig. 7 and Fig. 1, respectively) (Head 

et al., 2010). Two of the most distinct and useful characteristics for the identification of LDA 

that we primarily rely on in our study are convex-upward surfaces and evidence of flow 

extending from massifs and escarpments.  

Recent studies have suggested LVF, LDA, and CCF cover ~0.5% of the global surface 

area of Mars, with much of their formation history remaining unknown (Levy at al., 2014). 

Ongoing work aims to explain the origin and history of this ice. Here we evaluate surface 
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features on debris-covered ice and their potential to shed light on the nature of martian glacial 

deposition cycles to further our understanding of past conditions on Mars.  

C. Objective 
 
 The gap in understanding between LDA emplacement and the climate conditions 

responsible for their formation provokes a fundamental question: did they form episodically, 

continuously, or somewhere along this spectrum? The first goal and required step in reaching the 

primary objective of this study is to evaluate methods of characterizing relationships between 

LDA surface ridges. The establishment of a useful approach of analyzing the frequency and 

patterns of these ridges is integral to understanding their origins and the processes that form 

LDA. The ultimate implication is that with a better understanding of LDA formation history, we 

can infer key information about past conditions on Mars and possible future targets for in situ 

missions.  

Our study uses HiRISE and CTX images to analyze small and large-scale surface 

morphology to investigate flow history. Specifically, we characterize boulder size distributions 

and surface ridge patterns to evaluate proposed formation mechanisms. Synthesizing our results 

from the study of these different surface features, we present new evidence to infer changes in 

glacial emplacement.  
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II. Background 
 
 

Found in the mid-latitudes of Mars, LDA result from the accumulation and flow of thick 

(hundreds of meters) debris-covered ice (Parsons and Holt, 2016). While polar ice caps store the 

majority of ice on Mars, the sum of these debris-covered landforms (CCF, LVF, and LDA) 

represents a significant volume of the global ice budget (Levy et al., 2014).  Measurements of ice 

volumes and ice equivalents on Mars and Earth are presented in Figure 1. Specifically, erosion 

studies suggest that LDA may have been the largest, most active of these debris-covered 

landforms (Levy et al., 2016). Knowing these glacial features play an important role in the 

distribution of ice on Mars, further study of their formation conditions and processes could 

provide valuable insight into both the past and future climate of the planet.  

Figure 1. Inferred and measured volumes of ice and water vapor-bearing 
units (ice equivalents) on Mars and Earth (from Levy et al., 2014). 
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Studies of insolation patterns and surface topography have highlighted the sensitivity of 

near-surface ice to changes in climatic conditions (Kreslavsky et al., 2008; Humlum, 1998). 

Building on this idea and observations on terrestrial Mars-like environments, we hypothesize that 

LDA topography and surface morphology could contain a record of climate fluctuations on 

Mars. Numerous other studies support and explore this hypothesis (Fassett et al., 2014; Mackay 

et al., 2014; Grindrod et al., 2011), though no study has conclusively linked LDA surface 

morphology to a pattern of glacial emplacement.  

Residing on glaciers as surface features and potentially moving at rates influenced by 

glacial flow (Hubbard et al. 2014), martian glacial surface boulders and ridges may reflect 

information about the rate of glaciation. Because boulder erosion rates likely exist somewhere in 

between high 10-1 m/Myrs and low 10-2 m/Myr estimates (Levy et al. 2016), they breakdown on 

timescales sufficient to affect population distributions on the 100 Myr to ~1 Gyr surface age of 

LDA, LVF, and CCF (Fassett et al. 2014). Therefore, boulder breakdown rates on Mars may 

provide insight into martian glacial history as terrestrial boulder breakdown rates have on Earth 

(Putkonen et al. 2014). 

Additionally, an analysis of surface ridges on LDA may reveal new information 

regarding the climatic conditions that drive these diverse geologic features. To determine if 

surface ridges could yield a reliable climate signal, we first need to understand the relationships 

between different kinds of ridges and their respective formation mechanisms. If we understand 

the origins of different ridge types and can associate the formation of any with reduced net ice 

accumulation and renewed net ice accumulation cycles, we can subsequently consider the 

possibility of a climate signal.  
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An understanding of LDA formation history through the lens of surface morphology 

would provide insight into not only climate changes in the Amazonian, but also on the nature of 

martian hydrological system through time. Current LDA understanding dominantly relies on the 

analysis of morphologic features and geographic distribution patterns, resulting in both useful 

data and persisting questions regarding mechanisms and timing of formation.  

A. Lobate debris aprons 
 
 LDA typically exist as gently sloped (<5º) convex-upward aprons adjacent to massifs and 

escarpments (Fastook et al. 2014; Plaut et al. 2009) (Fig. 2). Longitudinal profiles (Fig. 8) of 

LDA flow features present a convex shape some authors have explained through debris apron 

rheology: a material with high yield strength in this case likely the results from an ice-rich 

composition (Li et al., 2005).   
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Figure 2. Lobate debris apron illustration showing supraglacial and englacial transport of debris 
as ice accumulates and flows. Debris size and vertical scale are exaggerated to show transport. 

 
 

Capable of penetrating though several kilometers of ice, the SHARAD subsurface radar 

sounding experiment on MRO provides images of the subsurface with a vertical resolution of 15 

m (Plaut et al., 2009). SHARAD observations of LDA show radar properties consistent with a 

water ice composition and indicate a structure of thick ice (Plaut et al., 2009). Atop this thick ice 

is a surface cover of thin (meters to tens of meters) debris (Holt et al., 2008; Plaut et al., 2009). 

Observations on terrestrial analogues indicate that this layer of debris on LDA likely reduced 

ablation of underlying ice, allowing them to endure through presently unstable pressure and 

temperature conditions (Fassett et al. 2014; Mackay et al. 2014; Konrad et al. 1999). Ice flow 

models explain that this reduced ablation has preserved LDA over times scales on the order of 
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hundreds of millions of years and support the hypothesis that LDA, CCF, and LVF are remnants 

of a much larger regional ice sheet (Fastook, Head, and Marchant 2014; Plaut et al. 2009).  

Questions of ice origin(s), formation timing and process, ice-flow dynamics, and debris 

transport (englacial and supraglacial) drive current research. The implication is that an 

understanding of LDA morphology formation mechanisms will help determine if they preserve a 

record of climate change on Mars. Resources including radar, topographic data, and high-

resolution images offer new opportunity for study, propelling our understanding of these features 

and the history of martian climate.  

B. Setting 
  

The distribution of LDA is generally restricted to mid-to-high-latitudes, with significant 

populations in the fretted terrain of the northern hemisphere and near the Argyre and Hellas 

Basins regions of the southern hemisphere (Pierce and Crown 2003). Concentrated into two main 

latitudinal bands (~25º wide centered on 40º N and 45º S) with notable size variations existing 

between northern and southern hemisphere formations (Li, Robinson, and Jurdy 2005), studies 

have provided a number of explanations for the pattern and processes behind their formation. 

Fig. 3 provides the distribution of LDA, CCF, and LVF mapped by Levy et al. 2014, displaying 

two clear concentrated latitudinal bands. This study will focus on LDA in the eastern Hellas 

region (Hellas Basin labeled in Fig. 3) of Mars – an area notable for its fluvial and glacial 

features.  
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C. Conditions of LDA formation 
 
 Current year-average surface temperatures on Mars fall well below the freezing point of 

water (0 °C), resulting in extensive permafrost cover (Marchant and Head 2007; Kreslavsky, 

Head, and Marchant, 2008). However, temperatures rise above 0 °C during the summer in the 

mid-latitudes.  

Exact temperatures differ geographically throughout Mars as they do on Earth, resulting 

in a range of values influenced by factors such as latitude, season, and topography (Marchant and 

Head, 2007). However, this collection of current environments still does not explain why some 

LDA exist at latitudes where surface and ground ice should not presently accumulate (Madeleine 

et al., 2009; Fassett et al., 2014). This leads to an essential question: under what conditions did 

then form and when did these conditions exist? An understanding of how these glacial features 

Figure 3. A mapped distribution of LVF, LDA, and CCF (from Levy et al., 2014). 
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formed requires a look into martian climate change, promoting investigations into time, process, 

and the future of climate on Mars.  

Obliquity-driven climate change on Mars likely results in glacial and interglacial periods, 

with ice-rich features serving as some of the most sensitive indicators of these climate cycles 

(Head et al., 2005; Kreslavsky et al., 2003). As a result, we can expect the effects of orbital-

driven changes on Mars to be significant in the formation and present day form of LDA. As 

previously discussed, changes in obliquity affect the latitudinal distribution of solar radiation 

across the planet, with periods of higher obliquity favoring ice deposition in lower latitudes 

(Nakamura and Tajika 2003; Fassett et al. 2014). Throughout the Amazonian, these changes 

likely propelled the transport and redistribution of ice from the polar caps to the mid-latitudes 

(Marchant et al., 2007). While Mars is currently in a period of relatively low obliquity, studies 

suggest higher values in the mid-to-late Amazonian, resulting in a climate different from that 

which exists presently (Costard et al. 2002). However, due to the chaotic variations in obliquity 

over large time scales, the timing within the Amazonian of this suggested high obliquity period 

for LDA formation remains unknown. Most recent studies agree that LDA are relatively young 

features, forming in the mid-to-late Amazonian (~1 Ga to ~100 Ma) (Fassett et al. 2014; Fastook 

and Head, 2014) when obliquity values in excess of 35º supported the formation of large ice 

deposits at mid-latitudes (Head et al., 2005).  

 Until recently, three major hypotheses existed to describe the formation of LDA: (1) ice-

lubricated debris exhibiting viscous flow, (2) alpine-type valley glaciers, or (3) remnants of a 

more extensive ice sheet (Fastook et al. 2014). Recent climate and glacial flow models indicate 

patterns of regional ice accumulation (Fastook et al. 2014; Madeleine et al. 2009), supporting the 
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idea that LDA are remnants of a regional ice sheet collapse. Presently, this model provides the 

best framework for LDA formation and should undergo continued testing. 

 To understand formation timing and climate conditions, studies have evaluated various 

LDA parameters including (but not limited to) height, lateral extent, and ice volume (Levy et al. 

2014; Fastook et al., 2014). The idea is that by understanding and using the present-day nature of 

LDA as parameters in LDA formation modeling, studies can better predict the climate conditions 

during their formation and when these conditions may have existed. Assuming a regional ice 

sheet model, modeling of LDA formation requirements suggest temperatures for LDA formation 

conditions in the range of 200 to 204 K and typical sublimation rates in the range of 6–14 mm/a 

(Parsons and Holt, 2016; Fastook et al., 2014).   

While existing models using geologic features provide valuable information for placing 

the formation of LDAs in the Amazonian (Berman, Crown, and Joseph 2015), current models of 

LDA rates of formation deliver conflicting time requirements for LDA development. Studies 

produce formation time estimates ranging from approximately 500 kyr (Fastook et al., 2014) to 

longer than 100 Myr (Parsons et al., 2011). Crater studies indicate that LDA formed over a 

period of at least ~600 Myr (Fassett et al., 2014), though have not provided conclusive answers 

regarding the dynamics of ice flow. In addition to this disagreement regarding duration of 

formation, the question of whether these LDA formed episodically, continuously, or somewhere 

along this spectrum remains unanswered.  

D. Terrestrial analogues: Antarctic Dry Valleys 
 
 One of the most useful methods of understanding LDA and their formation mechanisms 

is through the lens of analogous features on Earth. Similarities between terrestrial and martian 

debris-covered glaciers derive from similarities in climate; a hypoarid, hypothermal climate 
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controls processes on both present-day Mars and in the Antarctic McMurdo Dry Valleys 

(Marchant et al., 2007). These climatic conditions support the comparison of cold-based 

glaciation on both planets and result in debris-covered glaciers consisting of similar ice content 

(Mackay et al., 2014; Plaut et al., 2009). Studies have employed numerous rheological models 

based on terrestrial debris-covered glaciers to study the internal structure and climate conditions 

for the formation of glaciers on Mars (e.g. Colaprete and Jakosky, 1998; Pierce and Crown, 

2003; Whalley, 2003). 

LDA formed during periods (or possibly a single event) of Amazonian glaciation when 

erosion rates were similar to those on terrestrial cold-based glaciers (Levy et al., 2016). The 

similarities between LDA and debris-covered glaciers on Earth support the idea that the 

accumulation and flow of glacial ice produced LDA, LVF, and CCF. After or during this 

emplacement, debris covered these glacial deposits, producing the observable forms we see 

today (Li et al. 2005; Levy et al. 2016). Similarly, a protective layer of debris reduces ice 

sublimation on debris-covered glaciers in the Antarctic Dry Valleys (ADV) (Fastook et al., 

2014). 

 Mullins and Friedman Glaciers in the ADV serve as two of the most useful terrestrial 

analogues, exhibiting viscous flow features similar to those observed on LDA (Mackay et al., 

2014; Head et al., 2010). Notably, Mackay et al. (2014) uses englacial and supraglacial debris 

observations to reach conclusions about the history of the accumulation and flow of these 

glaciers, highlighting the potential of martian LDA surface ridges.  

 Studies have also successfully used boulder breakdown rates to infer information about 

environmental history on Earth (Bockheim, 1982, 2002, 2010; Ehlmann et al., 2008; Putkonen et 

al., 2014). Specifically, boulder studies in the ADV have indicated an observable relationship 
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between the degree of surface boulder weathering and the age of geomorphic surfaces 

(Bockheim, 1982, 1990, 2002). The success of these studies in Mars-like climates provides 

further support for the application of these methods on LDA, LVF, and CCF.   

E. Boulder distribution 
 

Transported on the glacier surface and likely englacially, boulders may have the potential 

to reflect information about the rate of glaciation. Hubbard et al. (2014) uses HiRISE images to 

analyze boulder populations on martian glacial features and concludes that glacial-like features 

have the ability to transport debris and that boulder populations may have experienced passive 

redistribution. Expanding on the Hubbard et al. (2014) suggestion that glacial flow has affected 

boulder population distribution, this study aims to use boulder size distribution to (1) constrain 

the history of glacial accumulation and flow, (2) assess rates of boulder breakdown, and (3) 

determine if glacial emplacement was continuous, episodic, or sporadic over the last ~1 Gyr. 

Because HiRISE and CTX imaging allowing for direct measurement of surface features on LDA, 

an exploration of boulder size distributions via measurement of individual boulders may prove 

useful in inferring changes in glacial flow.  

We hypothesize six general pattern possibilities could exist and account for differences in 

boulder size distribution with distance down-glacier: uniform, linearly decreasing, exponentially 

decaying, stepped size/decreasing, and peaked. Fig. 4 presents these idealized predictions.  
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A uniform boulder size distribution could result if weathering has not affected surface 

boulder sizes or if these measured boulder populations developed after glacial accumulation and 

flow ended. While this distribution would not provide significant information for constraining 

glacial formation history, it would shed light on glacial debris sources and processes of debris 

emplacement. Specifically, it would show that the origin of these boulders is not erosion in the 

glacial accumulation zone. Given our hypothesis of relatively recent glaciation and slow erosion, 

we do not expect our results to present a uniform distribution. Furthermore, preliminary 

observations indicate that this is an unlikely result considering the dense local populations of 

boulders existing on these landforms.  

Figure 4. Idealized possible scenarios for boulder distribution. 
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A linear distribution would confirm that there exists a relationship between ice 

accumulation and boulder size, specifically indicating that rates of boulder breakdown are 

greater than those of glacial flow. A consistent linear relationship could signal continuous rates 

of boulder breakdown and glacial flow, providing a potential framework for glacier 

emplacement. Notably, this distribution would indicate minimal amounts of englacial boulder 

transport, with supraglacial movement as the dominant form of boulder conveyance. This would 

deviate from recent terrestrial models that suggest englacial transport is an important process on 

debris-covered glaciers  (Mackay et al. 2014).  

A pattern of exponential decay would be most consistent with previous observations of 

boulder size distributions (Golombek et al., 2003). This boulder size evolution would indicate 

that flow rate and boulder breakdown rate have changed relative to each other over the time 

frame represented in our measurements.  

A stepped size distribution would have important implications for climate change by 

indicating the possibility of episodic glaciation. During periods of reduced net ice accumulation, 

boulders sit on the surface of glaciers, weathering in their deposited position until a period of 

accumulation conveys them down-glacier. As these boulders are transported away during periods 

of glacial advance, new, larger boulders that have not been exposed and eroded replace them. As 

a result, we could expect a stepped size distribution indicated episodes of high flow rate and 

relatively slow boulder breakdown rates followed by long pauses in glacial advance during 

which boulders could weather in place and become smaller.  This interplay of glacial advance 

and hiatus could have extensive implications for understanding Amazonian climate cycles. 

Similarly, a peaked size distribution would also suggest pulses of glacial advance. This 

pattern would present a similar scenario of in situ boulder weathering followed by transport. 
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However, this result could also reveal a significant role for englacial debris transport within these 

features. If boulders are transported englacially, intersecting the surface upon recent exposure by 

sublimation, we could expect them to be larger because they have not had the opportunity to 

weather over extensive time periods on the surface. The intersections of englacial debris with 

LDA, LVF, and CCF surfaces could produce the peaks in boulder size observed in this 

distribution. It is also possible that the debris source delivered boulder populations of different 

sizes and the peaks and troughs reflect the variation of initial debris size.  

Results producing one (or a combination) of these potential patterns would provide 

information integral to an understanding of glacial flow history and the relationship between 

flow rate and boulder breakdown.  

F. LDA surface ridges 
  
 Because spin and orbital parameters indicate current insolation variations on Mars differ 

from long-term averages over the Amazonian (Fassett et al., 2014) and LDA exist at presently 

unstable conditions (Fassett et al., 2014), an exploration of climate information sources becomes 

essential to an understanding of processes on the planet. Observations from HiRISE and CTX 

images reveal clear surface ridges of presently unknown origin. These lineated ridges on LDA, 

LVF, and CCF surfaces extend from previous zones of ice accumulation at the base of alcoves in 

mesas, valley walls, or crater walls to the toe of these features. This research seeks to understand 

environmental conditions of LDA surface ridge formation and evaluate these surface features as 

a potential climate archive.  

Ridges reside on LDA as a distinct, observable surface texture (Fig. 5). The long axes of 

these curved surface features are generally oriented transverse to the direction of LDA flow, 
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though variations in orientation range significantly from perpendicular to parallel to flow 

direction.  

 

 

 

Drawing from observations of surface morphology on Mullins and Friedman Valley 

glaciers (Mackay et al., 2014), we hypothesize that LDA ridges do not derive from a single 

origin, but rather result from a number of possible processes. Other studies support this multi-

type framework (Pierce and Crown 2003), though they have yet to provide a consistent 

characterization of ridge types and origins. Observations and modeling thus far provide various 

hypotheses to explain LDA ridge formation. Suggestions of ridge formation mechanisms include 

(1) shorting from downslope movement (Pierce and Crown 2003) (2) aeolian processes (Pierce 

and Crown 2003) (3) viscous buckle-folding (Frehner et al., 2015) (4) englacial structure and 

debris transport (Mackay et al. 2014).  

Figure 5. Example of surface ridges on LDA D09_030776_1349 
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A similar list of formation mechanisms holds true for terrestrial analogues; Mackay et al. 

(2014) notes that while major ridges result from englacial debris transport, locally discontinuous 

surface ridges may be shortening features developing from compressive flow. The debris bands 

on debris-covered glaciers on Earth including Mullins and Freidman glaciers in the Antarctic 

Dry Valleys likely originate from the englacial transport of rock fall from rock cliffs at valley 

heads (Mackay et al. 2014). This rock fall exists as supraglacial debris that accumulates during 

periods of low ice accumulation, is buried upon onset of increased accumulation, and transported 

englacially, producing ridges at intersections with the ice surface (Mackay et al. 2014). The exact 

percentage of rockfall that exists solely as supraglacial debris on these glaciers is unclear 

(Mackay et al. 2014).   

 These observations of englacial debris bands and surface ridges on terrestrial debris-

covered glaciers in the Antarctic Dry Valleys indicate episodic environmental change in the past 

(Mackay et al. 2014). Because these cold-based debris-covered glaciers share fundamental 

similarities with martian LDA features (Head et al. 2010), the finding that they may be useful 

climate archives highlights the potential of LDA surface ridges to serve as paleoclimate 

indicators. ADV conditions maintain many similarities with the present-day hyper-arid, cold 

desert (Marchant and Head 2007) climate on Mars and subsequently serve as a useful analogue. 

However, the significance and process of englacial debris transport on LDA is presently 

unknown.   

Drawing from the methods employed on Mullins and Friedman Glaciers (Mackay et al. 

2014), this research examines the frequency and spacing of surface ridges on north and south 

flow paths of LDA. The objective is to determine an effective method of ridge analysis and to 

use these results to identify periods of glacial advances and/or pauses. The implication is that this 
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insight can then be used to draw conclusions regarding processes of LDA formation and the 

history of glacial development on Mars. 

Previous studies indicate that LDA surface ridges may serve as climate signals, citing 

repeated changes in climate as a possible mechanism for their formation (Grindrod and Fawcett 

2011). However, uncertainties in understanding the causes of LDA ridges, the climate 

information they may hold, and the best methods of analysis continue to make these ridges a 

relevant and promising area of research.  

If we determine that there is a ridge type produced by changes in ice accumulation and 

ablation, we would then need to observe a strong correlation between the number and spacing of 

these ridges down-glacier across our sample of different LDA. Results presenting a pattern of 

periodic ridges formed by changes in ice accumulation rates across LDA would indicate a 

possible widespread, consistent signal of environmental change. Should ridge analysis indicate 

that these surface bands serve as climate archives similar to those on terrestrial debris covered 

glaciers (Mackay et al. 2014), their importance to future study and exploration of Mars would be 

vast.  
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III. Methods 
 
 
 
A. Boulder measurements  
 

This study uses HiRISE images with a resolution of 25 cm/pixel to accurately measure 

individual boulders with a diameter size ≥1 m. Following proven methods employed by 

Golombek et al. (2003), we used manual measurement of boulders to calculate size frequency 

distributions. All boulder measurements on a given LDA, LVF, or CCF were made within 50 m 

of a central flowline determined by the locally highest convex flow path. Boulders are easily 

distinguishable in the HiRISE images as starkly contrasted dark and light adjacent pixels (an 

interplay of solar illumination and boulder shadow) (Fig. 6). Boulder size was determined by the 

linear distance of the illuminated boulder face perpendicular to the direction of incoming 

sunlight. Measurements were made in ArcMap using the polyline tool and exported for analysis.  
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To determine patterns in size frequency distribution, we plot boulder size versus distance 

along the respective flowline. Additionally, we separate boulder sizes via arbitrary binning and 

statistical clustering methods to reveal any individual areas of boulder size distribution.  

To compare these results with those on terrestrial debris-covered glaciers, we performed 

a pilot study of boulder breakdown rates in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, Antarctica. Using high-

resolution images and LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) and the previously discussed 

process of boulder measurement, we performed this analysis to both assess the efficacy of our 

methods and provide continued support for the use of the Antarctic Dry Valleys as a martian 

analogue. We used 200-m long bins to display and understand size-frequency distributions, 

plotting the 95th percentile and median values versus distance down-glacier of 1,000 boulders 

(Fig. 10).  

Figure 6. Example boulder width measurements (red). 
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B. Surface ridges 
 
 At the core of this surface ridge investigation is the testing of both new approaches and 

the expansion of previous methodologies, including those used by Grindrod et al. (2011). We 

employed methods of spectral analysis to evaluate potential signals reflected in surface ridges on 

LDA and Mullins and Friendman Glaciers in the McMurdo Dry Valleys. A map of the locations 

of our LDA used for ridge analysis is presented in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Map of our LDA study locations (red) and Grindrod et al. (2011) LDA study location 

(blue). 
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 Using CTX stereo digital elevation models (DEMs), we contoured LDA at an interval of 

100 m in ArcMap to locate the highest convex flow path. We then used the interpolate line 

feature to produce three adjacent lines along the determined path parallel to direction of ice flow 

(Fig. 8).  

 

Figure 8. Example contour (blue) and paths (red) on LDA D09_030776_1349 
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Finally, we created topographic profile graphs from these 3D features and exported this 

data to average the values across these three lines and conduct various forms of analysis. These 

forms include the (1) plotting of slope and elevation versus distance down-glacier (2) use of 

Fourier transforms (FFT) to breakdown slope and elevation data into different frequencies (3) 

use of peak analysis (presented as histograms) to display the frequency of distances between 

peaks in elevation (Fig. 12). In all of these cases, the elevation and distance data used was the 

average of three paths.   

 To produce slope values, we calculated the instantaneous rate of change at each point of 

detrended elevation with its distance along the LDA path. We then plotted these slope values 

versus distance down-glacier (Fig. 9a). To display and interpret elevation data, we simply plotted 

detrended elevation versus distance down-glacier (Fig. 9b).  
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Figure 9. Results of topographic analysis for image LDA D09_030776_1349. (a) Shows slope 
versus distance down-glacier. (b) Shows elevation versus distance down-glacier. 

 

a 

b 
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 To generate a histogram of the distance between peaks versus frequency, we removed the 

trend from the elevation data for a given LDA flow path by subtracting the linear regression line 

from the data. We used MATLAB to calculate the frequency of peaks in the detrended elevation 

data and the distances between these peaks. An example histogram produced by this method is 

provided in Fig. 12.   

 We used both MATLAB and PAST to produce spectrums of frequency and power values. 

The elevation data points obtained from each flow path were evenly spaced with respect to 

distance along the path, making FFT a useful form of spectral analysis. Frequency is in units of 

m-1 in these graphical representations.  
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IV. Results 
 
 We present results for methods of effectively analyzing surface ridges, boulder 

breakdown relationships on LDA, CCF, and Mullins Valley glacial formations, and patterns of 

surface ridges on LDA.  

A. Surface debris methodology 
 
 One of the primary goals of this study was to explore potential methods of surface 

morphology analysis. While HiRISE images were most useful for accurate boulder 

measurements, CTX stereo images proved more effective for ridge analysis. CTX observations 

provided a bigger-picture view of the terrain, thereby reducing the noise of small-scale features 

reflected in HiRISE data.   

 The use of peak analysis proved effective in identifying a clear short wavelength signal 

ranging from ~100-200 m consistently across all LDA measured (Fig. 12).  

 The use of power spectrums of elevation profiles to describe the distribution of power 

into frequency components for a given profile resulted in data useful for characterizing ridges 

and the relationships between LDA. The employment of this method decomposed a complex 

elevation profile in terms of spatial frequency, providing a clearer view of our spatial domain of 

interest.  

 While the Grindrod et al. (2011) study of LDA topographic features relies on slope 

profiles and corresponding power spectra to identify and interpret ridges, we found that the data 

smoothing required to produce a meaningful result from slope values distorted the data beyond 

reasonable representation. Consequently, in the case of our methods and examined LDA, slope 

analysis did not provide convincing insight into ridge frequency, distribution, or origin.   
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B. Boulders 
 
 A preliminary study of boulder breakdown rates on Mullins Valley debris-covered glacier 

in the hyper-arid, hypo-thermal thermal environment of the Antarctic Dry Valleys shows a 

distinct decrease down to a minimum size (Fig. 10a). We attribute this minimum size to either an 

equilibrium boulder size or image resolution limitations.  

 Results from LDA, LVF, and CCF (Fig. 10b-d) thus far present three general cases of 

boulder size distribution: (1) profiles most consistent with exponential decay, exhibiting a clear 

decrease in size with distance down-glacier, (2) a relatively peaked profile, and (3) a scattered 

distribution without a clear signal.   
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Figure 10. Plots of boulder width versus distance down-glacier for (a) Mullins Valley glacier (exponential), 
(b) LDA (peaked), (c) CCF (exponential), and (d) CCF (scattered). 
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C. Surface ridges  
 
 Through the analysis of power spectrums, we identified a potential widespread long 

wavelength signal on the order of ~1 km. However, our results over five sample (Fig. 11) do 

present a large range of periodic signals, with peak frequencies ranging from ~1,160 km (image 

D09_030776_1349) to ~337 m (image B17_016471_2260). 

 

Figure 11. Power spectra of five LDA elevation profiles. Each elevation profile was averaged 
over three paths. Peak values represent peak freaquency for the respective LDA spectra. Grey 
dashed line represents estimated noise. 
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 Our frequency histograms indicated a clear, widespread short wavelength on the order of 

100-200 m. Figure 12 presents sample results (image D09_030776_1349) in both large and 

small bins. 

 

Figure 12. Histogram showing distances between peaks in elevation for D09_030776_1349. 
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V. Discussion 
 
 

Noting that mechanisms of LDA ice and debris cover emplacement are presently poorly 

understood, the study of the temporal relationships between surface features like boulders and 

ridges and ice deposition could help explain LDA formation history. We explore the potential 

connections between these features and evaluate the use of surface morphology as a source of 

information for understanding martian mid-latitude glacial emplacement. We first address 

boulder breakdown rates as a function of glacial movement–an approach for which a number of 

analogues effective terrestrial studies exist (Putkonen et al., 2014; Golombek et al., 2003).  We 

then address the implications of our results for ridge relationships and formation mechanisms, 

completing this discussion with an assessment of their potential as a climate record. We end by 

both addressing the significance of our results and acknowledging their limitations, highlighting 

our new contributions to the study of LDA formation and calling for continued investigation.   

A. Boulders 
 

In addressing boulder breakdown results, it is useful to understand the processes that 

govern boulder weathering on Mars. Due to current martian atmospheric and climatic conditions, 

most weathering processes active affecting landforms on Earth cannot presently function on 

Mars (Malin, 1974). However, some processes observed in similar terrestrial environments may 

be active or have been in the past on Mars. For example, studies indicate that salt weathering 

occurs in the Antarctic Dry Valleys (Peckham, 1972; Horowitz et al., 1969) and could play an 

important role in martian weathering processes (Malin, 1974). Weathering in the ADV 

dominantly acts through physical processes (Claridge, 1965; Kelly and Zumberge, 1961) and 

thus it is likely that the same holds true in the analogous martian climate.  
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Following from the established concept that weathering processes should reduce boulder 

size over time (Putkonen et al., 2014), we expect the observed decrease in boulder size down-

glacier. Weathering mechanisms that may be active in breaking down boulders include aeolian 

processes (Arvidson et al., 1979; Bishop 2011), salt-induced rock fragmentation (Jagoutz 2006; 

Malin 1974), insolation-related thermal stress (Eppes et al., 2015), and fragmentation via 

meteorite impact (Genge 2017). Study citing surface and orbital observations suggests that 

erosion during the Amazonian occurred primarily through aeolian processes and was likely 

orders of magnitude slower than ancient erosion rates (Levy et al., 2016).  

Our three resulting categories of boulder distribution each convey information about 

potential LDA, CCF, and LVF flow history. The generally exponential distribution (consistent 

with Mullins glacier results) indicates that glacial debris transport on martian landforms may 

closely resemble terrestrial processes. In this case we can infer a relationship of relative change 

between boulder breakdown and glacier flow over time. A peaked distribution presents a notably 

interesting case as it tells us not only about possible flow history, but also the nature of debris 

transport. As previously discussed in detail, this pattern reflects pulses in glaciation, suggesting 

episodic glacial emplacement. Furthermore, this distribution may indicate a method of englacial 

debris transport similar to that which has been observed on terrestrial glaciers (Mackay et al., 

2014).  

 Though current boulder results do not provide a conclusive answer regarding LDA 

emplacement process, our study thus far indicates that boulder breakdown rates could be useful 

in constraining LDA flow history. Notably, each boulder size distribution reveals a population 

bundle of the largest boulders inside the total respective sample size within the first 1 km along 

the flow line. It is possible that this reflects an emplacement history wherein the glacier flowed, 
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transporting boulders until accumulation ceased. After flow stopped, new boulders delivered 

from the headwall consequently did not travel far, actively rolling to their current position or 

transported at extremely slow rates.  

These preliminary boulder results do not yield a widespread, repeating pattern across 

LDA, LVF, and CCF formations. However, they do suggest that boulder sizes are 

distinguishable as a function down-glacier (along our determined flow path), decreasing in 

diameter with distance from the accumulation zone.  

B. Ridges 
 
 Frequency-domain analysis has proven to be a successful method of characterizing the 

frequency content of a wide-range of geologic signals (e.g. Ma et al., 2017, Ojha et al., 2015). In 

this study we produce periodograms that effectively highlight the relative strength of LDA and 

terrestrial glacier frequency components. We performed this analysis with the goal of finding (or 

not finding) morphological evidence of glacial emplacement events.  

In the search for a potential climate record, our observation consistent with terrestrial 

results (Mackay et al. 2014) that not all surface ridges (if any, in the case of LDA) are associated 

with climate changes indicates a diverse interaction of geomorphic processes on LDA. Many of 

our peak frequency distributions exist in the range of long wavelength (700-1800 m) features 

identified by (Grindrod et al., 2011). The finding of a possible signal present in both the southern 

hemisphere LDA ridges (Eastern Hellas) and northern hemisphere LDA ridges (Grindrod et al., 

2011 study located north-‐‑west of Tempe Terra/Mareotis Fossae) could indicate the reflection of a 

global climate change role in ridge formation. However, our current results (Fig. 11) present a 

frequency distribution too broad for an identification of a single wavelength or reasonable range 

of wavelengths that could definitively be linked to a climate signal. To further characterize ridge 
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wavelengths and relationships, a continuation of this study will involve further LDA 

measurements and power spectrum analysis.    

An additional, useful next-step would be to map these features to better understand ridge 

types and relationships. If we aim to evaluate the potential of LDA ridges as a record of climate 

information, we must first understand mechanisms of ridge development and LDA structure.   
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VI. Conclusions 
 
A. Boulders and ridges as climate records  
 
 Our boulder results confirm that these glacial landforms (LDA, CCF, LVF) have the 

ability to transport debris that may be demarcate climate cycles. These observations are 

consistent with terrestrial results, providing continued support for the use of the Antarctic Dry 

Valleys as a relevant analogue to martian environmental conditions. Most notably, our boulder 

size evolution patterns indicate the possibility of episodic glaciation during the late Amazonian 

and the potentially significant role of englacial debris transport.  

 Our surface ridge results suggest that a long wavelength signal may be present on the 

order of ~1 km. Supporting boulder results, these debris bands may indicate episodes of 

glaciation and englacial transport processes. Our results do not provide conclusive evidence of 

these processes, but rather support the continued investigation of surface morphology potential.  

B. Significance 
  
 From the detailed drawings of Schiaparelli to the images produced by the Mars 

Reconnaissance Orbiter, our understanding of the role of water on Mars has experienced constant 

evolution. The atmosphere and climate of Mars present important proxies for ideas regarding the 

distribution and stability of water and connecting these ideas to possible life. Because water is 

essential to the existence of life as we currently understand it, surface water ice has important 

implications for our ongoing investigation into questions of martian life.  

The study of LDA formation history provides valuable information not only about what 

Mars looked like in the past and the possibility of past life, but also about potential locations for 

future landed missions. The mid-to-low latitudes of Mars are more easily accessible sites for 
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exploration, making the finding of a potential climate record in these locations potentially very 

useful.    

A comprehensive picture of water on Mars is essential to challenging and expanding our 

human perceptions of life and other planets. The discovery of liquid water below the surface 

and/or evidence of life on Mars by future missions would undoubtedly provide vast insight into 

the universal distribution of life. However, should future research and missions conclusively 

show us that life never existed on Mars, we would gain a different, but similarly invaluable 

perspective: a challenge of our present ideas of the fundamental requirements for the existence of 

life.    

C. Areas for future study 
 
 Though recent image and radar data has significantly advanced work with martian LDA, 

there exists extensive need for additional research. A key step in progressing our understanding 

of this other planet is an understanding of our own. Through continued study of analogue sites 

such as those in the Antarctic Dry Valleys, we gain deeper insight into not only features on Mars, 

but also how we may effectively study them. New morphological and structural data from these 

analogue sites in the ADV provides an increasingly full picture of the nature of both planetary 

environments. Specific to our work, further study of how much material conveys solely as 

supraglacial debris relative to the amount that falls in areas of ice accumulation and experiences 

englacial transport is integral to advancing understanding of debris transport and origin. Mullins 

and Friedman glaciers are useful sites for this continued study, expanding on the work of 

Mackay et al. 2014.  

Specific to the study of Mars and its ice-rich features, the use of toolsets including CTX 

and HiRISE cameras combined with instruments such as SHARAD continuously produces new 
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insight into the characteristics of features such as LDA. From initial LDA observations produced 

by Viking orbiter data to recent high-resolution images and capability to investigate ice-rich 

deposits through kilometers of depth, new technology constantly opens up new areas to study.   

Evidenced by this study, ridges on debris-covered glaciers in many ways remain 

enigmatic. Continued investigation into these ridges focused on causal mechanisms, relationships 

between ridges, and potential links to climate variations would be useful in characterizing glacier 

morphology and potential Amazonian climate change. While future study can and should employ 

numerous different approaches, expanded mapping and evaluation of new methods of ridge 

analysis would be productive next-steps in broadening and further developing this research.   

One of the most important and undeniably compelling future fields of study related to 

Mars is field work itself. The possibility of liquid ice on Mars, whether existing in the subsurface 

today or only in the past and preserved in present-day features, provokes questions regarding the 

ability of life to exist on the planet. Specifically, the presence of water ice at mid-latitudes opens 

up the opportunity for future landed missions in these areas, providing a potential resource and 

sites for climate study.   

While recent technological development has propelled significant advancement of the 

understanding of LDA and Mars as a whole, we have only just begun to explore this diverse 

planet. As a forefront for new research, Mars presents both an ambitious and exciting territory 

for study, and with vast questions unanswered, there remains much work to be done.  
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